
100 €/race number (if you also order personalized book(s))
150 €/race number (without purchase of personalized book or poster)
Photos taken by 4 professional photographers
All your personal photos in high resolution
Wide selection of general photos (drone, landscapes, bivouacs, ...)
Photos are sent via We Transfer

120 pages / Photo paper / Flat binding / Best quality on the market !
You are at least 1x in the general book if you order before 20/10
Basic personalized book &gt; 1x 200 € EXTRA (10 personal photos + own cover) = 400€
Fully personalized books &gt; 1x 450 € EXTRA = 650€ in total

Personalised photo collage, compiled from the photos of the 4 photographers
Possible with your name and the logo of a sponsor
If you also buy your photos, you can of course choose the selection for the collage
yourself if you wish.
This design will be finished on a high quality non-reflective photo canvas and stretched
on an aluminum frame (standard 50 x 100cm (Different on request)

PHOTO PACKAGES FOR RDM 2022
 

DIGITAL PHOTOS
 

 
PHOTO BOOKS: from 200 € (open format 30x60cm)

 

      (own photo cover of you or your team + leading role in book, so 50 to 100 own photos instead of 10)

Example to clarify the cost: 

A team of 4 participants buys 4 identical personalized books. So 80 to 100 photos will be
distributed among the 4 participants. They each pay 100€ for their personal digital photos
and 200€ for the cost of their photo book. The 450€ extra for personalizing that book is
divided between the 4 of them.

So : 4x 100€ (photos) / 4x 200€ (books) / 1x 450€ (cost for personalization)
 

PHOTO COLLAGE ON CANVAS WITH FRAME: 200€.

The price of the book and/or poster are excluding VAT (if invoice) and excluding Shipping
Shipping within Belgium 10 € / to the Netherlands 20 € / Collection in Turnhout  0 €.

 
INFO : PHOTO VISION - Jan Van Gelder - info@photo-vision.be - +32(0)475 - 644 503


